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An Inconvenient Reality:
26/11 as State-Sponsored Terrorism
On November 26, 2008 (hence ‘26/11’), ten suicidal terrorists armed with
Kalashnikovs, grenades and improvised explosive devices attacked Mumbai. Beginning at
21.40 hours local time, five locations across the city were struck simultaneously by two-man
shooter teams.1 Over the next few hours, 140 Indian citizens and 25 visitors from 14
countries were shot dead. Singled out for execution were the American, British and the
Israeli nationals.2 Mindful of the diplomatic fallout if foreign tourists were killed during
rescue operations, Indian security forces took until the morning of November 29, 2008 to
evacuate the affected sites and neutralise all the gunmen.3
Ten years after the attack, this paper reviews the known facts about the 26/11
attackers and their sponsors. It traces three distinct hypotheses of the attack’s origins, and
how they each may help in shaping a policy response for future such incidents:
Hypothesis 1: The 2008 Mumbai attack was part of an ongoing and sustained covert war
waged by a hostile neighbouring country
Hypothesis 2: It was an occasional aberration resulting from close inter-personal ties
between ‘rogue’ intelligence agents and international terrorists
Hypothesis 3: It was a one-off and stand-alone action by a ‘non state actor’.
The three differing perceptions lead to a common question: How should a state
respond to a terrorist attack launched from another state’s territory, especially if the latter
state denies that its territory was used as a planning and logistical base and refuses to
cooperate in bringing the perpetrators to justice as required by international law? With the
resurgence of great power rivalry in world affairs, this question is becoming increasingly
policy-relevant.
From an extra-regional (i.e. non-South Asian) perspective, the Mumbai attack has
useful lessons for terrorism scholars. Since the end of the Cold War, at least two generations
of academic researchers and intelligence analysts have internalised the idea that terrorists
are hostis humanis generis (‘enemies of all humanity’). This paradigm was reinforced by the
September 11, 2001 Al Qaeda attacks on the United States. After 9/11, the notion that even a
‘rogue’ intelligence agency would covertly sponsor the actions of international outlaws did
not fit into the interpretive lenses of many experts. Until recent events in Europe and the
Middle East reignited interest in covert action as a framework for understanding state
behaviour, there was little acknowledgment that state-sponsored terrorism might still exist.4
Mumbai 26/11 revealed that even many years after 2001, strong operational-level
ties persisted between intelligence agencies and United Nations-designated terrorist groups.
It exposed the limits of the existing global order in dealing with supposedly ‘rogue’ entities
within a sovereign state’s government. Lastly, it indicated that India as a long-standing
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victim of terrorism may have erred in relying excessively on only two instruments to
preserve its homeland security. These two instruments were: international diplomacy
designed to reduce the political cover afforded to terrorist entities, and domestic intelligence
to disrupt their actions on Indian territory. The 26/11 attack may have happened because
New Delhi neglected a third instrument of counterterrorism which could have stabilised its
efforts and made them durable: deterrence through covert, prompt and reciprocal
retaliation.5
Who attacked Mumbai?
Even as the 26/11 attack was ongoing, a hitherto unheard-of entity calling itself the
‘Deccan Mujahideen’ claimed responsibility for the attack.6 This claim was later exposed as
a ruse intended to mask the real perpetrator. Misleading investigators through false claims
has been a decades-old terrorist tactic. In the 1980s and 1990s, two territorially-based and
hierarchically-structured organizations, Hizballah and Al Qaeda, had carried out mass
casualty attacks but publicly denied responsibility. Instead, phantom networks that were
supposedly acting ‘independently’ contacted media agencies to take the credit. An example
was the 1998 US Embassy bombings in Africa, of which Al Qaeda at first professed
innocence.7 Through such disinformation, terrorist organisations with extensive fixed assets
have sought to split international opinion and avoid alienating their sympathisers.8 They also
preserve their safe havens and possible links to state sponsors by giving host governments
an excuse not to act against them.
In the 26/11 attack in Mumbai, the perpetrator was Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT), a
Pakistan-based jihadist organisation. The LeT had its administrative headquarters near the
city of Lahore and ran paramilitary training camps across Pakistan. The purchase and
construction of its headquarters is reported to have been financed in the late 1980s by future
Al Qaeda founding chief Osama bin Laden.9 The LeT may have been returning a favour
when it helped to purchase a plot of land in the town of Abbottabad in 2003-04. Seven years
later, bin Laden was tracked down and killed by American commandos in a house built on
that same plot of land.10
By 2008, the LeT was operating an extensive recruitment and fund-collection system
through a charitable front organisation called the Jamaat ud Dawa (JuD). Although the LeT
had been banned in 2002 by the Pakistani Government under American pressure, the JuD
operated unfettered as a legal entity. Its civic outreach and credibility in Pakistani society
increased due to disaster relief work carried out after the 2005 earthquake which devastated
parts of northern Pakistan.11 The head of JuD, Hafiz Saeed, openly dual-hatted as the head
of LeT until the latter was banned in 2002.12 Thereafter, he claimed to have severed ties with
the group, a claim not generally believed.13
The LeT was unlike other jihadist organisations in Pakistan, in that it was a
transnational Wahhabi group and not an indigenous Deobandi one. As such, it had a strong
ideological affinity with the Middle Eastern terrorists. Its cadre emulated operational
methods pioneered by Al Qaeda and standardised the tactic of suicidal assaults against soft
targets. On the advice of ex-soldiers from the Pakistani army’s Special Forces, the LeT
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cadres focused on causing maximum loss of life before the security forces could respond to
a terrorist incident.14 Since the Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) personnel were
typically instructed to set up a security cordon and wait for negotiators to arrive, ‘active
shooters’ from the LeT were primed to kill anyone they encountered, before being
surrounded. Thereafter, they were to barricade themselves in a stronghold and fight to the
death. Once killed, their identity would remain unverifiable and spare their home country
(i.e. Pakistan) from international embarrassment. Crucially, the LeT never attacked targets
within Pakistan itself.15 Rather, it concentrated on cross-border attacks against India and
Afghanistan and establishing long-distance support networks in the Middle East, Europe and
North America. By 2009-10, it had a presence in at least 21 countries and was known to
have assembled portfolios on 320 targets worldwide.16
By abstaining from domestic terrorism and adopting an outwardly-focused targeting
policy, the LeT ensured its usefulness to the Pakistani security establishment. The
organisation was an optimal tool for covert operations against adversarial countries. Its
Wahhabi orientation limited its mobilisational base within Pakistan, and reduced the
potential for its leaders to develop an autonomous agenda outside state control. To ensure its
survival, the LeT built strong ties with the Inter Services Intelligence (ISI), the espionage
and sabotage branch of the Pakistani army.17 Writing in September 2015, American scholar
C. Christine Fair claimed that:

From the early 1990s, the ISI and the Pakistani army invested heavily in LeT.
The army helped build LeT’s military apparatus specifically for use against
India and it designed LeT’s training regime. It co-located army and ISI
personnel at LeT training bases to help execute the regime and to train the
organisation’s trainers and this remains true to date. All senior leaders have ISI
handlers, including Saeed himself.18
The organisation’s rise was partly fuelled by an economic trend: a forced return of
large numbers of middle class Pakistani expatriates from the Persian Gulf in the early 1990s.
As many of these workers lacked employment prospects and social connections within their
homeland, the Wahhabi organisation gave them a sense of community – a way of connecting
with the Arabian dream they had left behind.19 Over the following years, the LeT used its
expatriate connections in Saudi Arabia and elsewhere to build an international funding and
logistics chain.20
The Captured Shooter
Although the LeT initially denied involvement in the Mumbai attack (only to own up
later), its culpability was established within hours. A chance capture of one of the gunmen,
Ajmal Kasab, exposed the attack’s origins. Together with another terrorist, Kasab had
opened fire at Mumbai’s main railway terminus while being filmed on close circuit
television cameras. During the following hours, as the two were pursued by city police, his
partner was killed and he was overpowered and arrested while on the move (i.e. before he
could find a stronghold to hunker down in for a final shootout). Having been trained as a
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suicidal terrorist, he was untutored in counter-interrogation tactics. Under the shock of
capture Kasab revealed crucial details of the attack plan to Indian police. Among these were:
1. He and all the remaining nine terrorists in Mumbai were Pakistani members
of the LeT. As proof, he named his native village, a claim later verified by
international journalists including from the British Broadcasting
Corporation.
2. The ten gunmen had departed from the Pakistani port city of Karachi in a
LeT-owned ship, before they reached the high seas. They hijacked a fishing
boat to enter Indian territorial waters undetected.
3. After landing on the Mumbai coastline, they split up and attacked multiple
sites across the city as instructed to by their LeT trainers.
4. The attack was being coordinated in real-time from a control room in
Karachi, via mobile phones and internet telephony.
Kasab repeated these claims when interrogated separately by officials from the US
Federal Bureau of Investigation. His capture proved crucial in tracing the attack back to
Pakistani territory.21 An equally important role was played by Signals Intelligence.
Following Kasab’s arrest, intelligence officials from the United States and countries allied
with it collectively met in Islamabad with the major general who headed the ISI’s analysis
division. They presented intercept evidence of ISI personnel speaking with the attackers in
Mumbai.22 Knowledge of this conversation remained a closely-guarded secret for many
years. Thus, some diplomats incorrectly briefed reporters that while LeT’s involvement in
the attack was beyond doubt, there was no evidence implicating the ISI.23 By doing so, they
created a political opportunity for the civilian Pakistani Government to distance itself from
the LeT. Instead of seizing this, Islamabad sought to conceal LeT’s role in the attack.
‘A Second Kargil’
Faced with Kasab’s capture, the Pakistani Government made a clumsy attempt at
dissimulation. After the gunman’s parents independently confirmed to foreign media that
their son was in Indian custody, they were never seen again.24 Their native village was
sealed off and neighbours who had previously acknowledged LeT’s presence in the area
were apparently briefed to make different statements when international journalists next
came calling.25 So pervasive was the attempted erasure of Kasab’s origins that former
Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif said it implied Islamabad had something to hide.26
Sharif would have known what a governmental cover-up looked like. During his
second Prime Ministerial stint (1997-99), the Pakistani army had covertly infiltrated several
hundred soldiers dressed in civilian clothes into Indian-administered Kashmir. For ten weeks
in the summer of 1999, these soldiers battled with Indian forces in the Kargil region of
Kashmir. Yet, military and civilian spokesmen in Islamabad denied the intruders were
regular Pakistani troops, with the army going so far as to refuse Indian offers to repatriate
their bodies for burial.27 Only after the resultant crisis had passed, did the Pakistani army
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admit that it had crossed into Indian territory as part of an offensive authorised by the
military leadership.28
The Mumbai attack of 2008 has been described as a ‘second Kargil’.29 Much as
Islamabad at first refused to acknowledge the identity of its soldiers in 1999, in 2008 it
sought to deny that Kasab was a Pakistani national. Admission of his identity only came 42
days after his capture. The apparent trigger was the circulation of a dossier by New Delhi on
January 5, 2009 to 14 countries whose citizens were killed in the attack. A copy was also
given to Islamabad. Citing multiple investigatory and intelligence sources, the dossier
reportedly demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt that the attack had originated from
Pakistan.30 Sensing the international mood turning against it, Islamabad sought to regain
(some) credibility by acknowledging Kasab’s nationality.31
There was another similarity between 26/11 and Kargil: on both occasions, elements
from Pakistan attacked India when relations between the two states were improving. This
constrained New Delhi’s response options, since it came under international pressure not to
jeopardise the (limited) progress made through dialogue. Coming as it did in the midst of a
high-level discussion on security cooperation and visa liberalisation, the LeT’s assault
achieved maximum surprise against the Indian policy establishment.32 In part, this was
because Indian analysts had long regarded the organisation as a ‘veritable arm of the
ISI’.33After Mumbai, a question arose that if LeT had carried out the attack – and Kasab’s
confession left little doubt on that point – whether it had done so with ISI approval. If not,
then the jihadist organisation might have ‘gone rogue’ on its long-standing patron. But if the
ISI had been informed beforehand, why would it have permitted such a provocative
operation to be launched?
‘Deep Terror’
In 2017 British investigative journalists Cathy Scott-Clark and Adrian Levy
published a book chronicling the last years of Osama bin Laden. They made an interesting
statement here:
In 2008, according to two former aides to the Lashkar-e-Taiba leader Hafiz
Saeed, Osama had travelled to Manshera to attend an extraordinary meeting for
the Mumbai operation of November 26, 2008 (which had become known as
26/11). It had been facilitated by Lashkar, overseen by the ISI’s S-Wing and
sponsored by Al Qaeda.34
Scott-Clark and Levy’s claim is important because it indicates the Mumbai attack
may have been a joint venture by three parties: Al Qaeda, LeT and a wing of the ISI known
for operational ties with jihadist groups. The so-called ‘Security’ or ‘S’ Wing has been
written about in Pakistani English language media since at least 2001.35 In June that year,
the monthly Newsline reported that ‘S’ Wing was suspected of instigating massacres within
the country, to destabilise elected governments.36 Its activities allegedly dated back to 1988,
a year during which the military government of General Zia ul Haq had faced an existential
crisis.
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One of the civilian politicians challenging Zia was future Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto.
Following Zia’s mysterious death in August 1988, the Pakistani army came under intense
extraneous (primarily American) pressure to allow general elections to be held. It seemed
probable that the winner would be Bhutto, a prospect the army dreaded. It had toppled her
father in a coup 11 years earlier and had him executed. With Benazir as an elected head of
government, old scores might be settled. Former ISI officers such as Lieutenant General
Ghulam Jilani Khan and Brigadier Imtiaz Ahmed would have had especial reason to worry:
under Zia, they had boosted their careers by harassing the Bhutto family.
Benazir Bhutto later alleged that shadowy figures within the intelligence community
had pre-emptively sabotaged her efforts to forge a united political bloc against the military. 37
On September 30, 1988, just weeks before the elections, teams of gunmen took to the streets
of Hyderabad, a city in Pakistan’s Sindh province.38 Over the course of just 15 minutes, they
massacred approximately 250 members of the minority Muhajir community. The following
day, clashes broke out in Karachi as Muhajirs vented their rage on innocent Sindhis. The
latter were the main constituents of Bhutto’s political party.39 As a result of this inter-ethnic
hostility, the army remained the final arbiter of domestic politics, even though its popular
legitimacy had waned.40 Since then, Pakistani politics has featured a particular term for
unexplained terrorist acts that ‘coincidentally’ serve the interests of the army: ‘Deep
Terror’.41 The phrase is a play on the ‘Deep State’ – a confluence of military, intelligence
and Islamist interests dedicated to undermining mainstream civilian politicians.
To this day, no scholar has noted three similarities between the 1988 Hyderabad
massacre and the one which occurred in Mumbai two decades later:
Tactics: Both attacks unfolded accor ding to a fast, fluid and oppor tunistic
pattern, striking unprotected targets and moving on before a coherent security
response could be organised.
Politics: In both cases, the political interests of a beleaguered Pakistani
military establishment were served by a ‘non state actor’. Following 26/11, the
army manufactured a war hysteria that led to sudden dissipation of resentment
against its (mis)rule between 1999 and 2008.42
Judicial failure: The alleged master minds of both attacks, after being
presented in Pakistani courts, were not convicted. A renegade Sindhi politician
named Qadir Magsi was acquitted in 2017 of arranging the Hyderabad
massacre.43 LeT operations chief Zaki ur Rehman Lahkvi was bailed in 2015
and remains untraceable, having been excused from further court appearances in
connection with the 26/11 attack.44
The broad lesson from comparing Hyderabad 1988 and Mumbai 2008 seem to be
that if 250 Pakistani citizens can be massacred and forgotten by the country’s legal system,
the same system is unlikely to deliver justice for 165 non-Pakistani victims of terrorism.
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A poor intelligence agency, but good at covert action
Opinion remains divided among international scholars on how much foreknowledge
existed within the ISI about the 2008 Mumbai operation, and how high within the command
structure it went. German academic Hein Kiessling, in his book on the agency, argued that:
An operation such as Mumbai attacks, which needed expert technical
assessment, money and time to prepare, could not have been carried out or kept
hidden without the knowledge of the service’s leadership. Considering the
political explosiveness of the event, the COAS [Chief of Army Staff] as well
would have to have been informed.45
This view is echoed by Bruce Riedel, a former White House advisor and senior
official of the US Central Intelligence Agency:
Some people have suggested ISI’s involvement in the attack was probably only
at a low level and that the top army commanders did not know about the plot.
As a former professional intelligence officer, I find that argument ridiculous….
[It] was a major ISI operation that would have been overseen and monitored, if
not micro-managed, by the top brass of the service. They knew what the plan
was and they approved it.46
A slightly less categorical view is taken by the American scholar Stephen Tankel,
who echoes what seems to be the consensus opinion among experts. Tankel does not
comment about the army leadership. But he suggests that planning and preparation for 26/11
took place under an outgoing ISI chief, who may have bequeathed the operation to his
successor without disclosing all necessary information.47 This successor then faced the
political fallout while the real patron of the attack (the former ISI chief) withdrew from the
scene.
Regardless of which interpretation is correct, the fact remains that elements of the
ISI are widely believed to have assisted the Mumbai attack. In part, this view exists due to
Pakistan’s lengthy record of sponsoring international terrorism. As German analyst
Siegfried Wolf notes:
Pakistan is one of the most active sponsors of terrorism worldwide.
International experts conﬁrm that the country is not only ﬂirting with (militant)
Jihadism but has also been using terrorism as an instrument of state policy for
decades. Moreover, these claims are backed by Pakistani elites themselves. For
example, former President Asif Zardari publicly admitted that the country
deliberately created and nurtured terrorist groups, such as Lashkar-e-Taiba
(LeT) and Jaish-e-Mohammed (JeM), as a policy to achieve short-term tactical
objectives.48
The mention of ‘short-term tactical objectives’ is illustrative. Observers suggest that
the ISI has an action-oriented work culture but a poor record of evaluating collateral risk.49
The American journalist David Ignatius argues that the agency is better at covert action than
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at collecting and evaluating intelligence.50 British academic Robert Johnson is more direct,
suggesting that the ISI fails to safeguard Pakistani security but escapes accountability for
these failures.51 In part, this is because the agency has over many decades engaged in
clandestine political messaging through the domestic media.52 As an intelligence monolith
working both inside and outside Pakistan, it has the journalistic contacts needed to fabricate
popular narratives and the institutional credibility to do so in the name of ‘national security’.
Following the 26/11 attack, ISI spokesmen used Pakistan’s electronic media to
undercut crisis management efforts by the civilian government. When the Indian and
Pakistani Prime Ministers spoke telephonically on November 28, 2008, the former
suggested that the ISI chief may travel to India to share information. His Pakistani
counterpart agreed. Within hours, the ISI told a news briefing that New Delhi had
‘summoned’ its chief and that Islamabad had capitulated to this ‘demand’.53 By reframing
‘suggestion’ as ‘summons’, those within the agency who wished to impede joint
counterterrorism efforts succeeded. There was no exchange of information and no ISI
official went to Delhi.
Message control is more difficult outside Pakistan, and commentators such as former
ambassador to the United States Hussain Haqqani have been critical of the agency. In
connection with 26/11, Haqqani noted that the then ISI chief told him it was ‘our people but
not our operation’.54 Haqqani noted in 2018 that the attack planners had not faced any
consequences for their supposedly rogue operation.55 This was hardly surprising: since the
1990s, the ISI has routinely differentiated between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ terrorists, depending on
who the victims are.56 Academic research has found that Pakistan-based jihadist groups
which exclusively attack foreign targets fall into the ‘good’ category as far as sections of
public opinion are concerned.57 Even if terrorists attack domestic targets, as long as these are
sectarian or ethnic minorities, the perpetrators are spared the full wrath of the state.58 In
contrast, those entities which attack Pakistani security forces are unambiguously labeled
‘bad’ and hunted down.59 With many of its cadres thought to have interlocking marital and
familial ties in the armed forces, LeT is widely perceived as a ‘good’ terrorist organization.60
According to Indian scholar Wilson John, the ISI seeds its ‘non state’ proxies with
‘sheep-dipped’ personnel. That is, military and civilian operators who are retired or on leave
from government service and reemployed as private contractors. Their unofficial status
gives the agency plausible deniability combined with tight operational control. The covertly
manipulated terrorist entities are therefore actually ‘para state actors’.61 One such deniable
operative named Sajid Majeed was the project manager of the 26/11 attack.
The controllers
Much of what is known of Majeed comes from the confession and testimonies of David
Headley, a Pakistani-American penetration agent. Using his American passport, Headley
visited India a total of nine times between 2006 and 2009. During these visits, he reportedly
conducted surveillance of 30 locations for possible attack, including all the sites struck on
26/11.62
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Headley was arrested in October 2009 by American authorities.63 He was
interrogated while in US custody by officials from the Indian National Investigation Agency
(NIA). A sanitized version of his interrogation report was made available to the public. He
later made a plea bargain that resulted in his being awarded 35 years’ imprisonment in the
United States for conspiring to carry out the Mumbai attack. His lengthy and direct
involvement with the operation makes his accounts revealing. According to Headley:
The ISI (...) had no ambiguity in understanding the necessity to strike India. It
essentially would serve three purposes. They are (a) controlling further split in
the Kashmir-based outﬁts (b) providing them a sense of achievement and (c)
shifting and minimizing the theatre of violence from the domestic soil of
Pakistan to India.64
The LeT spy implied that in 2008, the ISI was worried about the possibility of losing
control over jihadist groups which it had sponsored. As a ‘loyal’ organisation, LeT could
unite Islamist radicals under a common umbrella which would remain on the right side of
the Pakistani security establishment. However, an impending generational turnover made it
necessary to cultivate younger leaders within the organisation. Under the influence of Al
Qaeda’s ideological shadow since 9/11, these already tended to see India and the West as
common enemies. They conceived of an attack that would strike both at the same time.
Sajid Majeed was one such leader. Born in 1976, he had spent parts of his childhood
in Saudi Arabia and Karachi. The first place seems to have made him an ‘Arabized’ jihadist
with a global worldview.65 The second likely gave him insights into how urban warfare
tactics in densely-populated localities could bring a city to its knees. Majeed would have
seen gang violence in Karachi’s slums randomly spilling into middle class
neighbourhoods.66 He may have got the idea of a multi-directional ‘swarming’ attack upon
Mumbai from this experience. Using his position as assistant to the head of LeT’s external
operations department, he lobbied with top management to approve the attack. He had
already shown a predilection for envisioning spectacular operations, including one against a
nuclear installation in Australia.
Majeed was one of two Pakistani controllers whom Headley reported to. The other
was a serving ISI official identified in US court documents as ‘Major Iqbal’ According to
Headley, Major Iqbal paid him a total of US$ 28,500 to cover his travel to India and
accommodation expenses.67 The officer also arranged for Headley to receive 50 training
sessions in intelligence tradecraft from a junior ISI operative.68 Unlike Majeed, who was
embedded within LeT, Major Iqbal remained a member of the Pakistani army. Headley told
interrogators that every senior leader of LeT reported to an ISI handler.69 His own
introduction to the group had come via an ISI officer identified as ‘Major Sameer Ali’.
Major Ali’s name would be mentioned again in connection with the 26/11 attack,
from a different source. In 2012, Saudi officials arrested a jihadist called codenamed ‘Abu
Jundal’. The man lived in Saudi Arabia on a Pakistani passport under the name Riyasat Ali.
After his arrest Islamabad lobbied to have him released into its custody.70 Even as it did so,
New Delhi provided DNA evidence that Jundal was actually an Indian citizen named
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Zabiuddin Ansari. Despite its close ties with Pakistan, the desert kingdom ignored the
latter’s protests and extradited Jundal to India. Its move enabled a leap forward in the threeand-a-half year investigation into 26/11. For the first time, Indian investigators were able to
question one of men who had directed the attack from inside the LeT’s Karachi control
room.
Ansari alias Jundal had fled India in 2006, after attempting to smuggle arms into the
country for terrorist attacks. He traveled to Pakistan, where he sought refuge with LeT. His
role in the 26/11 planning was a crucial one: to school the ten gunmen in Hindi phrases both
before and during the attack so that they could masquerade as Indian-born terrorists. In order
to do this telephonically while the raid was underway, he was admitted into the control
room.71
Jundal revealed that the LeT mother ship ‘Al Husseini’, which ferried the gunmen to
international waters had been purchased with ISI money. Specifically, he identified Major
Iqbal as having provided 2.5 million Pakistani rupees towards the purchase.72 He also
revealed that Major Sameer Ali had been present inside the LeT control room. According to
Jundal, Major Ali delivered ammunition to a LeT training site where rehearsals for the
attack were conducted. His statement suggested that rather than being a secondary character,
as depicted by Headley, Major Ali was a central figure in the 26/11 plot. This would make
sense if the attack was actually an ‘S’ Wing operation. As a covert action unit of the ISI, ‘S’
Wing functioned on the basis of semi-private, long-running associations between handlers
and jihadists. These associations endured regardless of whether a handler was a ‘sheepdipped’ or a serving Pakistani official. Lastly, Jundal claimed that some of the combat
training for the attack was conducted in Al Qaeda camps located along the Pakistan-Iran
border.73
Jundal’s information about the ISI would be corroborated a year later, when another
India-born LeT jihadist called Abdul Karim alias ‘Tunda’ was arrested by Indian police.
‘Tunda’ had lived in Pakistan for two decades. Although not directly involved in the 26/11
conspiracy, he claimed that according to information he had gathered, at least two ISI
officers were in the control room during the attack.74 According to Ajit Doval, a former
Director of the Indian Intelligence Bureau who became the National Security Advisor of
India in 2014, the names of ISI personnel supervising the attack were obtained by New
Delhi.75 In part, this was because they made a mistake by speaking directly to the gunmen in
real-time.
Unbeknown to the ISI, the Indian IB had breached LeT’s communications security
by inserting a shipment of doctored mobile phone SIM cards into the organisation’s network
in Kashmir. One of these cards was later placed into a handset given to the gunmen who
attacked Mumbai. LeT assumed that if the gunmen used Indian mobile numbers then their
links with Pakistan would gain an additional layer of deniability. When the shooting began,
the IB identified the number as among those it had fed to LeT’s field ranks. It was able to
swiftly listen in on calls between the terrorists in Mumbai and the Karachi control room. It
continued listening even after the terrorists discarded the original handset and began using
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phones taken from dead civilians. By that time, the IB had identified the Voice over Internet
Protocol (VoIP) account used by the control room and switched to monitoring all calls made
to that account.76 The information gained was included in the January 2009 dossier which
New Delhi shared with foreign governments whose citizens had been killed. Perhaps it was
only to be expected that after this additional embarrassment, the Pakistani government
admitted Kasab’s nationality.

Not why, but why not…
In the days, weeks, months and years since 26/11, much brainpower has been
expended on asking why ISI officials would have participated in such an attack. Headley’s
interrogation report provides one possible answer, but that is based on his own opinion. This
paper takes a rather different view. Rather than ask why the ISI would attack India in a
manner designed to provoke widespread international outrage, perhaps the real question
should be: why not?
What follows below is a hypothetical timeline of institutional thinking, ideological
influencing and operational planning, that may explain how ‘S’ Wing, LeT and Al Qaeda
came together to carry out a unprecedented ‘hybrid’ attack. The distinguishing feature about
26/11 was that it brought many tactical innovations to the game of terrorism and
counterterrorism. First, it combined hostage-taking of foreign nationals in one location (a
Jewish cultural centre) with ‘active shooter’ rampages in others. Second, it featured the
planting of improvised explosive devices (IEDs) in fixed and mobile concealment (on the
ground and in taxis). Third, it threw up a massive digital trail leading to Pakistan, which
would normally have been self-defeating for the purpose of maintaining plausible
deniability, had it not been for the elaborate efforts made to fake the gunmen’s origins.
The timeline consists of key dates over a 16-year period, when events occurred that
could have produced the tragic outcome now remembered as the Mumbai attack of 2008:
16 July 1992
A member of a Sikh separatist group, Lal Singh alias Manjit Singh, is arrested in Mumbai.
He reveals that the ISI has developed a plan to bring together Sikh and Kashmiri separatists
with jihadist militants operating in the Indian heartland. The objective of this plan is to
unleash a campaign of urban terrorism that will slow India’s economic growth. The Indian
government offers to let American counterterrorism officials interrogate Lal Singh, to
independently assess his claims. It hopes to demonstrate proof that Pakistan is a statesponsor of terrorism. Perhaps because it anticipates such an outcome and wishes to avoid
embarrassing Islamabad, Washington declines the offer.77 Even so, over the following years
American officials take up other offers of questioning Pakistani jihadists held in Indian
custody as long as these have information about threats to US nationals or strategic
interests.78

12 March 1993
A series of thirteen synchronized bombings rock Mumbai, killing 257 people. The
bombings are not claimed by any terrorist group. Investigators recover unexploded ordnance
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which when traced, leads to Pakistani army stores. The evidence is presented to the CIA,
which asks to take possession of it for independent testing. Later, the CIA claims that the
evidence was ‘accidentally’ destroyed while in its possession and that no clear trail could be
found to Pakistani state actors, even if the ordnance indeed came from Pakistani territory.79
Meanwhile, Indian police discover that the bombs were planted by a local gang of drug
smugglers called D-Company. The leadership of this gang subsequently flees to Pakistan.80
Sometime in 1997
Indian Prime Minister I.K Gujral orders the closure of Counter Intelligence Team –
X, a covert action unit deployed against Pakistan. The unit had been tasked with secret
missions to deter cross-border attacks on the Indian heartland.81 The closure order is
intended as a unilateral goodwill gesture and comes at a time when the urban terror threat
has receded after Mumbai 1993. Over the next decade, India is left with no deep-cover
assets inside Pakistani territory which can be activated quickly for paramilitary missions. 82
The following year, Pakistan conducts nuclear tests in response to India’s own, creating a
sense of invulnerability within the Pakistani army that no serious threat now exists to it.83
23 February 1998
Al Qaeda announces the formation of the International Islamic Front Against the
Jews and the Crusaders. One of the founding members is LeT, whose India-born operative
Abdul Karim alias ‘Tunda’ brokers contacts between D-Company and Al Qaeda. The drug
smuggling syndicate’s logistical network in East Africa is used to move Al Qaeda personnel
there. Shortly afterwards, suicide bombers strike the US embassies in Kenya and Tanzania.
In 2003, the US government declares the leader of D-Company to be a Specially Designated
Global Terrorist (SDGT) with ties to both Al Qaeda and LeT.84
18 September 1999 and 3 November 1999
Osama bin Laden announces from a farmhouse in Afghanistan that ‘India and
America are my biggest enemies and all Mujahideen groups in Pakistan should come
together to target them’.85 The announcement comes less than two months after the end of
the Kargil crisis. At the time, bin Laden is in the process of replacing his Arab bodyguards
with Pakistanis and Bangladeshis, even as Arab intelligence services in partnership with the
CIA are making efforts to infiltrate his inner circle.86
The Al Qaeda declaration of war against India is followed by a statement from LeT
chief Hafeez Saeed, who threatens that ‘We will not rest until the whole India [sic] is
dissolved into Pakistan’.87 Over the following years increasing numbers of Pakistani
‘sleeper’ agents of LeT are discovered inside India, having entered the country clandestinely
and assumed local identities.88
13 December 2001

Five suicidal gunmen are killed by Indian police while attempting to storm the
parliament building in New Delhi. A number of policemen also die in the shootout. The
gunmen’s identities are only learnt after intelligence agencies arrest their local hosts. All
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shooters are said to be of Pakistani origin, but Islamabad flatly denies this. Investigators find
they belong to a Karachi-based Deobandi group called Jaish-e-Mohammed but were
supported logistically by LeT. From analysis of their mobile phone records, they are found
to have been communicating with ISI officials located in Karachi.89
Days later, US President George W. Bush announces a ban on LeT:
Lashkar-e-Tayiba is an extremist group based in Kashmir. LAT [sic] is a
stateless sponsor of terrorism, and it hopes to destroy relations between Pakistan
and India and to undermine Pakistani President Musharraf. To achieve its
purpose, LAT has committed acts of terrorism inside both India and Pakistan
LAT is a terrorist organization that presents a global threat. And I look forward
to working with the governments of both India and Pakistan in a common effort
to shut it down.90
This announcement contains the following inaccuracies:
a) since LeT is not composed of refugees or fugitives it cannot be termed
‘stateless’,
b) its administration, recruitment and funding infrastructure is based in
Pakistan’s Punjab province, and

c) it does not attack domestic targets in Pakistan.
By placing India and Pakistan on the same level as ‘victims’ of LeT, the American
President prepares the ground for a false paradigm that the two countries share a ‘common
enemy’. This adds a layer of deniability to the Pakistani army and ISI’s continued patronage
of LeT.
24 September 2002
Two suicidal gunmen storm a temple in western India, killing 37 people. Indian
SWAT personnel are unable to capture them alive. The attack is attributed to LeT on the
basis of signals interception but the identities of the dead gunmen cannot be reliably
verified.91
11 July 2006
Synchronised bombings rip through seven suburban trains in Mumbai, killing 200.
Indian claims of ISI involvement are met with open scepticism by US officials. 92 New Delhi
is advised to set up a mechanism for jointly investigating cross-border terrorist attacks with
Islamabad. Accordingly, a joint Indo-Pakistani counterterrorism mechanism is convened in
March 2007, with the stated aim of meeting every quarter (it fails to keep this schedule).93
Two days after the Mumbai bombings, the arrests of two Pakistani jihadists reveal
that LeT is bribing fishermen to cross the Indo-Pakistani maritime border with weapons and
personnel. It is paying Indian rupees 500,000 for each consignment smuggled into India.94
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3 March 2007
A team of eight suicidal terrorists from Pakistan lands on the Mumbai coast. Their
objective is to travel across India and hide until activated. Unknown to LeT, the terrorists’
landing has been tracked by Indian intelligence agencies. All are neutralized in subsequent
raids.95
10-11 July 2007
Pakistani Special Forces storm a mosque in Islamabad, ending a stand-off triggered after
radical Islamists kidnapped some Chinese nationals working in the city. The army’s raid
ignites fury among militants across the country. Weeks later, a suicide bombing takes place
at a Special Forces base.96 For the remainder of 2007 and continuing into 2008, Pakistan
reels from attacks carried out by a renegade local branch of the Taliban.
26 March 2008
Indian police smash a network of local jihadists that has instructional ties with Pakistan.97
For years, LeT has been recruiting and indoctrinating low-level jihadists from India to carry
out urban bombings. Recruitment takes place in the Middle East and indoctrination in
Karachi (due to its being an Urdu-speaking hub and, therefore, compatible with the Indians’
background). The programme is known as the ‘Karachi Project’.98 Following the arrests in
India, LeT planners expand the scope of the Mumbai attack to include additional targets.99
7 July 2008
A suicide bomber strikes the Indian embassy in Kabul, Afghanistan, killing 54
persons. The New York Times later reports that US intelligence agencies possess signals
intercepts indicating the bombing was carried out at the ISI’s behest.100 This marks the first
time that the United States has gone public about specific Pakistani involvement in terrorism
targeted at Indian interests. Even so, the disclosure only pertains to Afghan territory.
That month, the Pakistani civilian government announces its intention to remove the
ISI from military control and subordinate it to the elected civilian leadership. Within hours,
the announcement is withdrawn, apparently as a result of military pressure.101
26 November 2008
Mumbai attack is launched
The above timeline suggests five trends, which were in operation before 26/11:
 Discursive convergence between two Wahhabi groups (Al Qaeda and LeT),
 Use of trans-border smugglers to assist terrorist operations,
 Reluctance from US officials to expose Pakistani linkages with terrorism in India,
 Difficulties faced by Indian agencies in tracing suicidal attackers’ origins, and
 Disruption of jihadist networks that lay within India’s law enforcement

jurisdiction.
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When aggregated, the trends point towards a scenario in which operational trial-anderror led LeT to come up with the innovative concept of a sea-launched suicidal raid. This
would target Western and Israeli nationals (in homage to Al Qaeda), avoid contact with local
jihadist cells which may be penetrated by Indian intelligence, and leave no conclusive trail
back to Pakistan.102 Even telephonic conversations from the gunmen back to Karachi would
not be fatally compromising, as shown by the 2001 Indian parliament attack.
For its part, the ISI’s ‘S’ Wing may have been complacent about American
officialdom not looking too closely at evidence against Pakistan. When the July 2008 Kabul
bombing happened, final preparation for the Mumbai attack was well underway. Even
though Western intelligence agencies could intercept LeT conversations, past experience
suggested they would be reluctant to openly take sides in an Indo-Pakistani spat. The ISI
could not have known that the Indian IB had independently broken through LeT’s
operational security and could listen in on the phone conversations by itself.
Lastly, the dual absence of an Indian covert retaliatory capacity and the presence of
Pakistani nuclear weapons would ensure that the attack would be politically cost-free. So the
real question may have been not why did LeT and the ISI strike India, but what was there to
stop them? From the hypothesis outlined above, it seems that the answer was: nothing.
Aftermath: Denial and Deception

Following the 26/11 attack, Islamabad’s response was a mixture of denial at home
and conciliation abroad. Domestically, a popular narrative emerged in the electronic media,
very likely with the encouragement of the ISI, that the Mumbai attack was carried out by
‘home-grown’ terrorists from within India. There were suggestions that the attack was a
‘black operation’ staged by Indian or American intelligence agencies to ‘defame’
Pakistan.103 Kasab’s capture was explained away as the abduction of an innocent Pakistani
villager falsely implicated in the attack. The narrative continues to be repeated in Pakistani
media to this day.104 Former ISI chief Asad Durrani reportedly peddled it when interviewed
by an Indian journalist as recently as 2018.105
At the diplomatic level, Islamabad could not get away with disseminating conspiracy
theories. It, therefore, made conditional promises to assist with the post-attack investigation.
On 29 November 2008, Pakistani Foreign Minister Shah Mehmood Qureshi said that his
government would act against any of their nationals involved. The pledge hinged around
New Delhi providing what he termed as ‘concrete proof’ and ‘hard evidence’.106 These
words contained an escape clause allowing Islamabad, once tempers had cooled, to do
nothing on grounds of ‘insufficient’ evidence.
Since the mid 2000s, when ISI involvement with terrorist groups came under
sustained international scrutiny, Islamabad has been combining cooperative rhetoric with
obstructive practice. Writing in 2007, British scholar Shaun Gregory observed that the ISI
always promised to act on counterterrorism information provided by foreign governments.
Gregory pointed out that the cooperative tone masked a reality that Islamabad was
effectively passing the buck to foreign governments to gather intelligence of specific
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terrorist activity, before it made any move to disrupt terrorist networks more generally.107
The same applied after 26/11.
During the first week of December 2008, unprecedented pressure built up on
Pakistan. LeT had already been proscribed as an international terrorist entity by the United
Nations Security Council in May 2005 under Resolution 1267. But Islamabad had since
lobbied Beijing to keep LeT’s charitable wing Jamaat ud Dawa off the UNSC’s list of
banned terrorist groups. China, as a permanent member of the Security Council, exercised
its veto on three occasions to oblige Pakistan.108
After the Mumbai attack, India launched a renewed effort to get JuD listed under
UNSC 1267. This time China did not veto the proposal. In the days following the attack,
Pakistan’s Permanent Representative to the UN Hussein Haroon had pledged that Islamabad
would abide by a UNSC decision to ban JuD, if one was made.109 With the organization now
on the 1267 list, Islamabad had no further excuse for inaction. Two separate ultimatums
issued by New Delhi and Washington also forced its hand. Threatened with Indian
escalation if it did not act within 48 hours, the Pakistani government launched a token
crackdown on both LeT and JuD. On 12 December 2008, 125 activists of the two
organizations were detained. Among them was Hafeez Saeed, head of JuD. Tellingly, Saeed
was detained under the Maintenance of Public Order Act (MPO), which he had already been
subjected to at least twice before.110
Saeed was detained until the first week of June 2009, when restrictions on him were
lifted by a Pakistani court, ostensibly because no evidence was found against him in the
Mumbai attack case.111 Attention shifted to his deputy Zaki ur Rehman Lakhvi, who was
projected by Pakistani investigators as the real ‘mastermind’ of the 26/11 conspiracy. As
operational head of LeT, Lakhvi’s legal position was more vulnerable than Saeed’s. He was
formally arrested by the Federal Investigation Agency (FIA) of Pakistan at an LeT camp.
Also arrested were six other LeT members, later named as co-conspirators in the Mumbai
case. Another 21 persons were declared absconding and remain so as of December 2018.
The FIA is a civilian police agency with limited influence in Pakistan. Even so,
under its chief Tariq Khosa, it made an effort to gather court-admissible evidence of the
26/11 plot. Its charge-sheet avoided mention of the ISI and projected the Mumbai attack as a
stand-alone operation by LeT. Individuals such as Sajid Majeed were not mentioned.
Zabiuddin Ansari later claimed that Majeed evaded detention with the assistance of ISI
officers.112
A stalled trial
The Mumbai attack trial opened in February 2009 in a special anti-terrorism court.
Pakistan had created such courts in the 1990s to try terrorism cases expeditiously. From the
beginning there was nothing expeditious about the 26/11 trial. Besides procedural factors,
two months delay passed before a judge was appointed in July 2009. It seemed a
coincidence that this development only occurred days before the Indian and Pakistani Prime
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Ministers were scheduled to meet at a Summit in Egypt. Knowing the Indian side would
press for details about the trial, Pakistan handed over a dossier detailing the steps taken.113
The two most prominent suspects in FIA custody were Lakhvi and Zarrar Shah, a
senior LeT operative who set up communications infrastructure for the Mumbai attack.
Indicting the latter may have been a kind of ‘punishment’ for lapses of operational security.
Years later, the New York Times reported that a British signals intelligence operation had
targeted Shah prior to the Mumbai attack.114 Indian security officials believe that through
this breach British spies overheard incriminating conversations between ISI and LeT
personnel in the Karachi control room.115 Since Shah was the point man for maintaining
communications, and had failed to secure them he may have been ‘burned’ to protect the ISI
officers involved.
From 2009 onwards, the Mumbai attack trial in Pakistan featured on average, one
judge transferred every year and another appointed in their place. This combined with what
appeared to be delaying tactics from the defence counsels undermined the prosecution’s
case. Between hearings, witnesses who observed LeT’s attack preparations and had been
prepared to testify were intimidated.116 Prosecutors received death threats.117 One, chief
prosecutor Chaudhury Zulfikar Ali, filed an application in November 2012 arguing that the
delay was damaging Pakistan’s reputation and asked the court to expedite the trial. He
separately told the media he would ‘leave no stone unturned to bring the perpetrators to
justice’.118 On 3 May 2013, he was shot dead.119 Other prosecutors filed an application on 21
May 2014, alleging that they were being threatened by JuD activists, in order to get them to
drop the case.120 One prosecutor was transferred in 2018, ostensibly for not agreeing to the
government’s policy of tacitly supporting the accused and letting the case against LeT lose
momentum.121
On 3 August 2015, Tariq Khosa published an op-ed in Dawn, Pakistan’s leading
English language newspaper. He urged that:
Pakistan has to deal with the Mumbai mayhem, planned and launched from its soil.
This requires facing the truth and admitting mistakes. The entire state security
apparatus must ensure that the perpetrators and masterminds of the ghastly terror
attacks are brought to justice. The case has lingered on for far too long. Dilatory
tactics by the defendants, frequent change of trial judges, and assassination of the
case prosecutor as well as retracting from original testimony by some key
witnesses have been serious setbacks for the prosecutors.122
Khosa would later clarify that he perceived the 26/11 attack as the work of a ‘non
state actor’.123 His op-ed did not mention the possible role of the ISI, but presented certain
key findings of FIA investigators who had worked under his supervision:
1. that Ajmal Kasab was a Pakistani national, whose birthplace, initial
schooling and subsequent induction into LeT had been verified
2. that LeT trained the attackers at a camp in Sindh province, from where
casings of explosive devices used in Mumbai were recovered and matched
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3. that LeT transported the gunmen to international waters in a fishing trawler,
which was later repainted and concealed but could be still identified and
seized by the FIA
4. that a control room in Karachi had directed the attack in Mumbai, and the
FIA had later located it and traced the VoIP account used
5. that an outboard motor and dinghy used by the gunmen to navigate the last
few kilometers of their approach towards to Mumbai, had been traced to an
LeT activist

6. that facilitators and financiers of the attack, located in third countries, had
been identified, arrested and tried.
Taken together, Khosa’s findings demonstrated at the very least, that LeT was the
group responsible and that key parts of New Delhi’s claims were true. Yet, his article
marked the high-water point of Pakistani acknowledgment regarding the 26/11 attack’s
provenance. Three months later, the country’s media regulatory body forbade any further
reporting or commentary on LeT. Ostensibly, this was intended to show compliance with
UNSC 1267. But given the attention that Khosa’s article received for having admitted LeT’s
role in the Mumbai carnage, an argument can be made that the coverage ban was triggered
by a desire to prevent any further embarrassing disclosures.124
As far as political debate in Pakistan was concerned, the attack was best forgotten
and so ought to be justice for the victims. In May 2018, Nawaz Sharif (who had been in
power once again during 2013-17), commented that delays in the trial of Lakhvi and his coconspirators damaged Pakistan’s credibility. He was pilloried by both civilian politicians
and the military. Sharif protested that he had only spoken facts.125 A media report later noted
that several prominent Pakistanis had accepted on the record that the attackers came from
Pakistan.126 Even so, any reminder that Islamabad had an obligation to act against LeT
seemed unwelcome. In part, this is because the organization hides within the widespread
overground infrastructure and social respectability within Pakistan, of Jamaat ud Dawa.127
The non-existent ban on JuD
In February 2018, the Financial Action Task Force, a grouping of 34 countries which
included donors to Pakistan, announced its intention to ‘grey list’ Islamabad for not doing
enough to combat terrorism financing. The threat had little practical significance, but it still
prompted an unprecedented reaction.128 For the first time, Pakistan temporarily ‘banned’
JuD.129 What it did not dwell on, was how it was able to proscribe an organization that
according to its own diplomats, had already been proscribed since December 2008.130
Unnoticed by most international experts, no Pakistani government ever followed
through on the post-Mumbai assurance made at the UNSC of complying with Resolution
1267.131 A year after 26/11, the Pakistani news magazine Herald ran a story on how
Islamabad had quietly reneged on its binding commitment to shut down JuD. On 11
December 2008, one day after the UNSC named JuD as an international terrorist entity and
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a front organization for LeT, the Pakistani foreign office announced a ‘ban’ on JuD. This
announcement had no legal force within Pakistan. All that happened was that JuD was put
on a ‘watch list’ requiring that its activities be put under observation.132 For months and
years afterward, Pakistani officials told journalists that JuD no longer operated within the
country. Yet, when asked they were unable to produce a formal notification confirming that
it had been proscribed.133 Meanwhile, the provincial government of Pakistani Punjab
allocated state grants to JuD. In the first 18 months after the Mumbai attack, these totalled
82 million rupees.134 In 2014, special trains were arranged to ferry JuD supporters from
across the country to a two-day conference organized by the group.135

Only the threat of FATF ‘grey listing’ prompted a brief clampdown on JuD, which
according to local media, consisted of dispatching a civil servant to supervise the continued
operation of its facilities.136 By October 2018, even this token restriction had been lifted and
JuD was once again, no longer an ‘underground’ entity in Pakistan – to the extent it had ever
been one.137
What constitutes ‘State-Sponsorship of Terrorism’?
In light of what is known in the public domain ten years later, and with due
recognition that this is but a fraction of the complete picture, it is time to review whether
26/11 was really the work of a ‘non state actor’.

In 2014, the International Journal of Intelligence and Counterintelligence carried an
article on linkages between the former East German intelligence service, the Stasi, and
terrorists. Among the claims therein was that ‘East German instructors … reportedly trained
the terrorists who drove explosives-laden vehicles into the U.S Marine barracks and the
French military barracks in Lebanon in 1983. During the training sessions, which took place
at a camp in Syria, the terrorists practiced crashing cars and trucks into buildings.’138 To
most scholars familiar with the history of international terrorism, this would be an important
revelation, if true. The 1983 Lebanon bombings had launched the career of a 21-year old
Shia militant called Imad Mughniyeh.139 Despite his age, the ever-audacious Mughniyeh
went on to earn respect among terrorists worldwide, including Osama bin Laden. It was
reportedly Mughniyeh’s network which in the early 1990s trained Al Qaeda in carrying out
vehicle-borne suicide bombings. Mughniyeh also advised bin Laden about releasing
propaganda videos to shape policy and media discourse among targeted societies.
To imagine that an impoverished Shia from Lebanon could collaborate with a
wealthy Sunni from Saudi Arabia may not be totally outlandish.140 But to find that the
former may have been trained by covert operatives from an atheist Communist state, all for
the purpose of striking the West, requires re-conceptualizing how terrorist plots evolve.
Rather than being ‘tactical’ or short-term, cooperation between intelligence agents and
terrorists can serve a ‘strategic’ objective by undermining the political will and military
credibility of a shared adversary. Such cooperation can remain ongoing independently of
political mood shifts, unless explicitly forbidden.
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Does training, funding and logistical support to terrorists, provided by an
intelligence agency, amount to ‘state-sponsorship of terrorism’? The question is not a moot
one. In 1989, the journal Terrorism and Political Violence carried an article entitled ‘What
constitutes state support to terrorists?’ The article acknowledged that ‘proving’ such support
beyond reasonable doubt was extraordinarily difficult. It cited how the US government
struggled to convince its own European allies about Libya’s involvement in the April 1986
La Belle Discotheque bombing.141 This attack too was later found to have a Stasi
connection.142 An East German spy allegedly supplied 20-30 kilograms of plastic explosives
for it. So, who was finally culpable: Libya, East Germany, or only the bombing network,
which was led by a Venezuelan called Illich Ramirez Sanchez (better known as ‘Carlos the
Jackal’).
The 1989 article identified five levels of state culpability, in ascending order. It
flagged key characteristics of each level, which have been presented here in tabular
form:
Level of
culpability
Intimidated
governments

Ideologically
supportive
regimes

Characteristics of government behaviour



Granting terrorist demands;



Refusal to sign/ratify bilateral/regional/universal
anti-terrorist treaties;



Refusal to legislatively/juridically enforce such
treaties



Refusal to extradite on legal technicalities;



'Quiet deals' by governments who permit terrorists
to transit country in return for guarantee of no
attacks on local soil.



Propaganda/rhetorical support to terrorist groups
in media, international organizations;



Permitting group to open office on local soil;



Refusal to extradite on political grounds



Receiving visiting terrorist leaders on level normally given to heads of state;



Early release of incarcerated terrorists;



Failure to arrest hijackers who leave airplane on
country's turf;



Granting of landing rights to hijackers;



Refusal to permit foreign hostage rescue squads
into country;



Failure to arrest known terrorist transiting country.

Examples from the Mumbai case



Pakistan’s army leadership refused
an American request to confiscate
Zaki ur Lakhvi’s phone, despite
concerns that Lakhvi was personally
coordinating more 26/11-type
attacks.143



Not banning Jamaat ud Dawa even
after the UNSC did so



Initial and continuing attempts to
claim via media reports and official
briefings that LeT was not involved
in 26/11, and that gunmen were not
Pakistani citizens



Not extraditing the attack masterminds when they were identified by
the US, despite having extradited Al
Qaeda suspects in the 1990s144



Momentarily placing UNdesignated terrorist leader Hafiz
Saeed under house arrest and later
releasing him without charges



Granting bail to Lakhvi and exempting him from court appearances,
thereby making it difficult for
Western governments to track his
whereabouts
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Generally
facilitative
regimes

Direct support
in incidents by
governments

Official
participation



Permitting group to set up safehouses/
safehavens on local soil;



Permitting terrorists to conduct training on
local soil;



General training by government of umbrella
guerrilla bands which have terrorist appendages;



Large monetary contributions to umbrella
group's coffers;



Provision of arms to group or lax supervision
of third party arms transfers.



Providing false/true documents/passports/
backstopping aliases/cover stories



Providing diplomatic pouch to move terrorist items;



Provision of non-lethal operational assistance - maps, safehouses, communications;



Direct financing for specific operation;



Direct training for specific operation;



Provision of weapons for specific operation;



Adding to terrorist demands during incident;



Payment of insurance/bonuses to terrorists
after the fact.



Participation of intelligence/security service
personnel in planning of operation;



Government personnel joining terrorist
attack squad



Joining terrorist attack squad once incident
has begun



Incarcerating hostages



Shooting at hostage rescue squads



Allowing existence of multiple
training camps across Pakistan
which were used to rehearse for
Mumbai attacks, as well as the
establishment of a command
centre in Karachi



Tactical training by members of
Pakistani special forces to the
Mumbai shooters145



Supplying ammunition for mission-specific training



Funding the purchase of the
trawler Al Husseini



Providing technical support for
attack communications146



Indictment of serving ISI intelligence officials by US court for
supervising the attack planning
and preparation

Table constructed from Edward F. Mickolus, ‘What constitutes state support to terrorists?’, Terrorism and Political Violence,1:3 (1989), pp. 288-291. Columns 1 and 2 have been reproduced almost verbatim, using the
same language employed by Mickolus.

Only characteristics shown in bold font on the table, can qualify as state support
of a terrorist incident. Those features of state behaviour which could be interpreted as
arising from intimidation by terrorist groups or ideological sympathy and general
facilitation of terrorist activity, while deplorable, do not meet the threshold required to
prove state culpability. By this logic, elements of the Pakistani State are still implicated
in the Mumbai attacks, even if political considerations dictate that the focus of public
debate should lie on Lashkar-e-Taiba as an ostensible ‘non-state actor’.
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Limits of International Pressure
Ever since the 1993 bombings in Mumbai, a central plank of India’s policy on
combating cross-border terrorism has been to seize and hold the moral high ground. Upon
the advice of West European experts, New Delhi began a diplomatic effort to sensitize
foreign governments of its concerns about Pakistan-based jihadist networks. This yielded
partial results. As became clear in the following years, Pakistan was not entirely indifferent
to world opinion.147 But neither was it sufficiently worried as to implement a course
correction. Put simply, the country wanted to continue acting like a rogue state but be treated
like a respectable one.
Its confidence came from knowing that geopolitics came to its rescue in the past, and
likely will do so again. During the 1980s, the ISI had supported separatist terrorists in
India’s Punjab province – a clear violation of international law.148 Yet, its actions were
overlooked by the United States so long as they remained below the threshold of full
exposure ie., plausibly deniable. The reason for such indulgence was Pakistani assistance in
sponsoring the Afghan mujahideen against the Soviet army. Once that utility ended with the
Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan, Pakistan discovered that its covert action in Punjab
came under critical scrutiny by Washington. Quiescent for a few years, it felt emboldened
after 9/11 to support LeT in launching a bombing offensive on Indian cities – the same
offensive was blunted by arrests across India in 2008. These arrests were perhaps, one of the
factors that prompted LeT and the ISI into carrying out the Mumbai attack. With Pakistan
holding leverage over the US, in the form of providing sanctuary to Taliban insurgents
operating in Afghanistan, there were real limits to what Washington could do.
Immediately after killing Osama bin Laden in Abbottabad on 2 May 2011, US Navy
SEALs seized his personal files. Among these were recent letters revealing that bin Laden
corresponded with Hafeez Saeed.149 With evidence of high-level and ongoing contact
between LeT and Al Qaeda confirmed, the US government announced a $10 million reward
for information which would secure Saeed’s conviction for the attack.150 Shortly thereafter,
it named Sajid Majeed as a Specially Designated Global Terrorist alongside other LeT
leaders. Given that all these individuals were safe in Pakistan, the gesture was largely a
symbolic one.151 On the 10th anniversary of the attack, the US State Department announced
a further $5 million reward for information leading to the arrest of any of the 26/11
conspirators.152 The announcement achieved little, beyond perhaps signalling to Islamabad
that the much-anticipated acquittal of the conspirators who were still in prison will not go
down well among diplomatic circles. Even so, it is likely have no effect.
Having started in the 1990s from a position of feigned ignorance, the increased
American tilt towards India seems to have coincided with warming Sino-Pakistani relations.
In recent years Beijing has provided ever-more political cover to Islamabad on the matter of
LeT. China blocked Indian efforts to hold Pakistan to account before the UNSC 1267
Committee on why Zaki ur Rehman Lakhvi was bailed in 2015.153 Considering that Lakhvi
was named by Pakistan’s own FIA as the mastermind of the Mumbai attack, it seems that
geopolitical considerations will overshadow international counterterrorism cooperation even
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as US-China tensions increase. Media reports from Pakistan presently suggest that JuD/LeT
is involved in securing the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor.154 The organisation
reportedly provides death squads for the ISI to target Baluch separatists, as part of
Pakistan’s ‘kill and dump’ policy. Islamabad has long alleged that violence in Baluchistan is
fuelled by India. But a multi-year reading of Pakistan’s own media archives would indicate
that the accusation is a blame-shifting tactic to cover up for poor governance. Since at least
the early 1990s, Chinese nationals have been targeted in Baluchistan due to local
impoverishment and frontier criminality.155 Furthermore, threats to Chinese workers are not
limited to Baluchistan but extend to other parts of the country, such as Sindh.156

India would need to consider changing geopolitical currents, as it prepares to deal
with the next 26/11. For its part, the ISI has momentarily adopted a three-fold switch in
tactics as it prepares for another big push against India. First, it has directed jihadists to
focus on police and military rather than civilian targets, knowing these would attract less
international attention.157 Second, it has sought to promote Jaish-e-Mohammad as a militant
force, to draw attention away from LeT.158 And third, since 2015 it has carried out attacks in
India’s Punjab, as a way of testing how committed New Delhi would be to taking punitive
measures.159 By striking at targets outside Jammu and Kashmir, the Pakistani agency is once
again raising the threshold of covert activities to levels of provocation that preceded 26/11.
Policy Options for the Future
Seen with the benefit of hindsight, New Delhi made two policy mistakes that directly
led to the carnage in 2008 carnage. The smaller mistake – a tactical one – was in yielding to
Anglo-American pressure in 2006 to form a joint counterterrorism mechanism with
Pakistan. At a stroke, Islamabad's previous record of supporting terrorism was erased by
placing victim and perpetrator at the same moral level. Had Ajmal Kasab not been captured
on 26/11 (through suicidal bravery on the part of the Mumbai police) the same 'joint
mechanism' would have become a propaganda tool for Pakistan. It would have been used for
projecting New Delhi as being unreasonable and quick to accuse without 'proof'. In such a
situation, India would not even had had the option of adopting a diplomacy-focused
approach to isolate, name and shame Pakistan, of the kind it later adopted once Kasab was
arrested.
The second policy mistake was the strategic and truly damaging one. This mistake
consisted of a leadership failure to authorize preparation of covert retaliatory options, in the
event that opportunists in the ISI hid behind the 'peace dialogue' to intensify their covert
activities.160 Once the joint mechanism was in place, LeT-aided bombings under the
'Karachi Project' grew more frequent over 2007-08. Even without 26/11, the steady
drumbeat of these rolling attacks would have constituted grounds for striking back silently
at the Pakistani army’s rear-area installations. But the then government of India had already
wedged itself into a corner from which extrication became difficult, once it had pledged to
continue dialogue despite no cessation of terrorist attacks.161 Having ignored multiple
broadsides, it set successive precedents of timidity that eventually led LeT and the ISI to
assume, correctly, that there would be no violent reaction even to a truly massive attack.
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Former Director of the Indian Intelligence Bureau D.C Pathak, widely respected as an
authority on jihadist terrorism, made a prescient observation in April 2009:
Even after India, disregarding the longstanding security assessment about the
nature of cross –border terrorism, prematurely sympathised with Pakistan ‘for
being at the receiving end of terrorism’, the attacks from across the border did
not stop. Pakistan obviously has misread India’s generous stance of putting both
the countries on the same side of the fence by agreeing to jointly deal with
terrorism. 26/11 has made India’s policy formulation look quite out of step with
reality.162
This paper suggests that events since 2009 – in particular the failure of the Pakistani
state to ban JuD and convict the 26/11 conspirators – have proven D.C. Pathak right. The
paper further suggests that in a paradoxical sense, 26/11 happened both due to the success
and failure of Indian intelligence agencies. The IB was successful at disrupting LeT-backed
networks within India, forcing the Pakistani jihadist organization to launch a direct attack
with minimal local involvement. But the wider political climate prevented the R&AW from
hitting back if the ISI crossed a ‘red line’. Informed sources say that this deficiency has been
partly rectified in the years since 2008. Even so, a three-faceted approach may offer a
suitable mix of options for dealing with the variegated actors and constituents that together,
make up the composite Pakistani State (including the Deep State). Each facet corresponds to
one of the hypotheses through which the Mumbai attack has been viewed in policy
discourse since 2008:
Hypothesis 1: Terrorist attacks on India constitute covert warfare by a hostile state
An analytical lens that sees cross-border terrorism as a long-standing multi-decadal
effort by the ISI and Pakistani army to ‘avenge’ 1971 would consider the Pakistan State as a
unitary actor and incorrigible foe. Civilian differences with the military would count for
little according to this model, since the military would ultimately decide on policy matters
concerning India.
Policy Facet 1: Exposing Pakistan as a Rogue State
Engaging with civilian leaders would be a waste of time, only providing the army
with a political human shield behind which to carry out more covert actions. According to
this model, the focus of India’s policy response should be to expose Pakistan at every
international policy forum as a regional trouble-maker and a State unfit for inclusion within
the community of civilized nations. Such an openly combative approach would require deep
research into Pakistan’s domestic affairs and the uncovering of information that might
compromise and contradict that country’s narrative about itself as well as its relations with
neighbours.
Hypothesis 2: ‘Rogue’ agents and terrorists combine to carry out attacks

This hypothesis is the one most favoured by international (especially American)
scholars and is quite widespread within India too. It implicitly places the onus on India to
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‘take the first step’ towards talks despite being the victim of persistent cross-border
terrorism. By suggesting that terrorism is supported by a few renegade ISI personnel, it
provides an alibi for the Pakistani State machinery, both civil and military, to have its
patronage of LeT/JuD overlooked. For the sake of preserving a ritualistic ‘dialogue’, New
Delhi would extend a wide threshold of tolerance for ISI provocation that will slowly be
pushed against.
Policy Facet 2: Promoting people-to-people contact
Even so, there is value in investing partially in the fiction that only ‘rogues’ in
Pakistan are intent in sabotaging bilateral goodwill. Doing so would allow easier access to
Pakistani society and thought processes by Indian diplomats and scholars. Just as LeT used
the 2004-08 thaw in Indo-Pakistani relations to recruit Indian jihadists and launch a
bombing campaign, so can New Delhi infiltrate the wider Pakistani polity and seed it with
messages that exacerbate pre-existing rifts. A historical precedent exists in the
extraordinarily (and perhaps excessively) courteous treatment shown to Pakistani prisoners
of war in 1971.163 The benefits of such a temporarily accommodative approach would
become evident whenever there is a need to increase the salience of Response Facet 1 (see
above) or Response Facet 3 (see below).
Hypothesis 3: Cross-border terrorism is the work of ‘non state actors’

This argument allows the ISI to continue attacking India even as Islamabad presses
for a dialogue. Together, the combination of covert attacks and overt talks would strengthen
Pakistan’s negotiating position. Even so, the ‘non state actor’ thesis creates some room for
New Delhi to play Islamabad at its own game, by insisting that any overt military or covert
paramilitary actions against LeT are not targeted at the Pakistani State. Usage of the term
‘surgical strikes’ while referring to cross-border raids conducted in September 2016 signals
this message of restraint.164 The primary question is one of target acquisition.
Policy Facet 3: Invest in assets to identify, locate and track high-value individual
targets
Neutralizing LeT operational planners would constitute a legitimate act of selfdefence, even if done pre-emptively. Relevant components of India’s security apparatus
would need to study the personal vulnerabilities of key Pakistani operatives, and build the
capability to strike these. Even if doing so does not degrade LeT’s attack capability, it would
force the organization to invest in protective measures and likely deter a vertical and
horizontal escalation by impelling the ISI leadership to restrain ‘S’ Wing and its jihadist
proxy. For reasons of political expediency, actions taken in Pakistan-occupied Kashmir
might be claimed while any undertaken inside Pakistan ought to remain deniable.
In conclusion, the 26/11 attack occurred because India invested heavily in two
components of counterterrorism: international diplomacy and domestic intelligence, but
neglected a third: covert retaliatory capability. For Western governments that confront a
genuine ‘non state’ terrorist threat, in the form of Al Qaeda or the so-called ‘Islamic State’/
Daesh, the first two components are sufficient. But as long as Pakistan exists, there will
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always be a State-driven component to terrorism that strikes at India from overseas. For this
reason, failing to prepare a deterrent would not only invite the inevitable aggression, but
also embolden it.
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